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ABSTRACT: To complement established rational and evolutionary
protein design approaches, signiﬁcant eﬀorts are being made to utilize
computational modeling and the diversity of naturally occurring protein
sequences. Here, we combine structural biology, genomic mining, and
computational modeling to identify structural features critical to
aldehyde deformylating oxygenases (ADOs), an enzyme family that
has signiﬁcant implications in synthetic biology and chemoenzymatic
synthesis. Through these eﬀorts, we discovered latent ADO-like function
across the ferritin-like superfamily in various species of Bacteria and
Archaea. We created a machine learning model that uses protein
structural features to discriminate ADO-like activity. Computational
enzyme design tools were then utilized to introduce ADO-like activity
into the small subunit of Escherichia coli class I ribonucleotide reductase.
The integrated approach of genomic mining, structural biology,
molecular modeling, and machine learning has the potential to be utilized for rapid discovery and modulation of functions
across enzyme families.

T

is hydroxylation of methane.16 Similarly, steroyl-acyl-carrier
protein desaturase can catalyze hydroxylation and sulfoxidation
reactions.16 A particularly interesting member of the ferritinlike superfamily is the aldehyde deformylating oxygenase
(ADO) from cyanobacteria.17 This family of enzymes has
garnered signiﬁcant attention since its discovery due to its
notable implications in synthetic biology and chemoenzymatic
synthesis applications. This enzyme catalyzes the conversion of
fatty aldehydes to n-1 alkanes, enabling organisms to produce
drop-in fuel molecules18 (Figure 1A). In addition, biophysical
and mechanistic studies have revealed a unique reaction
mechanism that has not been observed in Nature.19−29 In light
of the catalytic promiscuity observed for other members of the
ferritin-like superfamily, we hypothesized that ADO-like
activity (alkane production activity from fatty aldehyde) may
exist in other non-heme di-iron oxygenase scaﬀolds if the
relevant structural features are present.
Through genomic mining eﬀorts, we discovered enzymes
with ADO-like activity occur widely among Bacteria and

here has been considerable progress made in the ability to
engineer protein function over the past two decades
through the use of directed evolution and rational design
techniques.1−6 Current methods often focus on using a small
set of well-established proteins into which a highly targeted or
evolutionarily selected set of mutations are introduced.7−9
While powerful, current engineering practices leave the vast
majority of protein sequence and functional space unexplored.
Through recent advances in DNA sequencing and computational modeling, new paradigms for protein engineering are
being made possible.10−14 Here we explore how to integrate
established rational and computational protein engineering
approaches with genomic mining- and machine learning-based
methodologies to identify and engineer functionality within the
ferritin-like superfamily.
The proteins in the ferritin-like superfamily are deﬁned by
the signature four-helix bundle fold with a carboxylate-bridged,
non-heme dimetal center coupled to a structurally divergent
collection of active sites.15 Proteins within this superfamily,
while sharing a geometrically similar dimetal center (Figure
1B), fulﬁll many diﬀerent functions, including fatty acid and
DNA biosynthesis, iron storage, and the relief of oxidative
stress.15 These enzymes are also frequently found to possess
promiscuous activities beyond their natural functions. For
example, methane monooxygenase is found to catalyze
epoxidation, N-oxygenation, dehalogenation, and desaturation
of benzylic compounds, while its natural physiological function
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Figure 1. Aldehyde deformylating oxygenase (ADO) reaction and its relationship to the broader ferritin-like superfamily. (A) ADO catalyzes the
conversion of fatty aldehydes to the corresponding n-1 alkanes. (B) Despite being substantially divergent in amino acid sequence, dimetal,
carboxylate-bridged proteins within the ferritin superfamily possess a highly conserved metal coordination geometry. The diﬀerent metal colors
represent iron (orange) and manganese (purple) found in the crystal structures. Protein Data Bank codes of each protein are listed at the bottom of
each structure with their pairwise sequence identity shown between them. Protein 43 is a new crystal structure from Synechococcus sp. determined in
this work. (C) All-to-all pairwise amino acid sequence identity of the 114 ferritin-like genes evaluated in this work. The average identity of this
protein set covers a highly diverse sequence space with an average pairwise amino acid sequence identity of 12.6%, compared to that of 60% in the
native cyanobacterial family.

were found to be active on at least one of the tested substrates
(Figure 2). Among these active proteins, 14 of them have not
been previously reported to have ADO-like activity and belong
to families that are distal (<20% identical in amino acid
sequence) to the characterized ADO family in cyanobacteria
that has an average sequence identity of 60% (Figure 1C).
These proteins include members of the tRNA-(MS[2]IO[6]A)-hydroxylase (MiaE) family, the ribonucleotide reductase
(RNR) family, and multiple families with unknown function
(Figure 2). This screening shows that their abilities to produce
alkanes are on average 1 order of magnitude weaker than those
from the cyanobacterial family and are likely present in the
form of latent activities (Table S1). Among the 43 expressed
proteins with no activity, ICP-MS analysis showed that 11 of
these proteins had only <0.1 iron-protein equivalent in the
sample. Further analysis of the data shows that no signiﬁcant
correlation was observed between the level of iron and the
level of alkane in the reaction (Figure S2). This indicates that
some critical features beyond a di-iron center that are needed
for this ADO-like function to occur do exist.
Protein Structures. Prior to this work, no structures of
noncyanobacterial proteins with ADO-like activity had been
determined. Therefore, to help elucidate the structural
determinants of ADO function, we obtained seven crystal
structures of six proteins [proteins 4, 12, 19, 43, 60, and 84
(Figure 2); crystallographic procedures can be found in the
Methods in the Supporting Information]. These proteins were
chosen to diversify the structures available that can perform the
alkane-producing function both within and outside the
established ADO family. All structures were of high quality
as reﬂected in the reﬁnement statistics (Table S3), and the
general four-helix bundle architecture was conserved throughout. On the contrary, signiﬁcant diversity was observed in the
active site, which could have potential eﬀects on catalytic
activity. Despite the nearly identical puriﬁcations used
throughout this work, the iron occupancy estimated from the

Archaea. Combining structural biology, molecular modeling,
and machine learning, we have identiﬁed the minimal
requirements for ADO-like activity to occur. Our discovery
suggests that ADO-like activity can be achieved by noncyanobacterial proteins very distal in sequence space and may
be buried in many other proteins within the ferritin-like
superfamily. This ﬁnding also opens doors to an entirely new
suite of diverse proteins for further biophysical studies of diiron protein chemistry that will serve as the critical stepping
stone to the future successful use of these enzymes within the
bioeconomy.30

■

RESULTS
Genomic Mining and Discovery of New ADO-like
Activity. The ferritin-like superfamily is one of the largest and
oldest protein families.31 Our search started with the wellstudied ADO sequence from Prochlorococcus marinus
(PmADO) [Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 4KVQ] as a
starting point. Jackhmmer32 was used to ﬁnd orthologues, and
roughly 40000 unique sequences were identiﬁed. A series of
ﬁlters (detailed in Genes selection in Methods in the
Supporting Information) maximizing the sequence space
coverage were used to identify a subset of 114 sequences
with an average pairwise sequence identity of 12.6% (Figure
1C, Data S1 and S2, and Table S1). Their synthetic genes were
synthesized and expressed in Escherichia coli, which resulted in
75 of them being solubly expressed at levels where they could
be readily puriﬁed and functionally characterized (Figure 2,
Figure S1, and Table S2). Because a di-iron center is critical for
activity in established ADOs, the metal contents of each
enzyme (Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, and Zn) were quantitated using
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
(Figure 2 and Table S2). All expressed proteins were screened
for in vitro alkane production using octanal (C8) and
octadecanal (C18) as representative substrates of long and
medium chain aldehydes. A total of 32 of 75 expressed proteins
3835
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Figure 2. Functional characterization of alkane-producing activity. A phylogenetic tree based on the sequence alignment for the 114 proteins was
constructed using the Geneious program.33 The PFAM annotation for each sequence is indicated through the color of the inner circle: light green
for fatty acid desaturase, light blue for phenol hydroxylase, yellow for MiaE, royal blue for P-aminobenzoate N-oxygenase, blue for ribonucleotide
reductase, purple for cyanobaterical aldehyde deformylating oxygenase, rose for ferritin, dark green for rubrerythrin, red for the PF04305 family,
and orange for multiple other families with no pfam assigned. The domain of life [Bacteria (pink), Arachaea (light green), or Eukaryota (violet)] of
each protein sequence is indicated in the ﬁrst outer circle. Proteins that were found to be expressed in the soluble fraction [74 of 114 (gray dots
under the protein numbering ring)] were screened for in vitro alkane production and metal content quantiﬁcation. Each puriﬁed protein solution
was subjected to ICP-MS to quantify the metal content of the solution; a full bar on the iron chart denotes 2 equiv of iron atoms per protein
molecule. The same solution was evaluated for the production of alkanes upon incubation with either octanal or octadecanal as a substrate under
standardized reaction conditions, the product of which was screened by GC-FID and validated via GC-MS (Table S2 and Data S3; assay and
detection procedures can be found in the Methods in the Supporting Information). Enzymes with detectable levels of alkane observed are labeled
with an orange box on the two outer rings labeled octanal and octadecanal. The 14 newly discovered genes with alkane observed are highlighted by
rose spokes in the phylogenetic tree. All proteins with a previously known crystal structure are identiﬁed with orange circles on the node of the tree,
and proteins whose structures were determined in this work are indicated with blue triangles on the outer rim of the tree. The purple circle
indicates the protein where ADO activity is introduced. A full table of all of the data illustrated in this ﬁgure and detailed experimental methods are
available in the Methods in the Supporting Information and Table S2.
3836
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Figure 3. Elucidation of function-conferring structural features of ADO-like proteins. (A) Overlay of proteins 43 (orange) and 3 (blue, the
previously established ADO from P. marinus) showing that the core four-helix bundles (helix highlighted) of these proteins are structurally
conserved despite sharing a low pairwise sequence identity of 10%. The active site view of protein 43 reveals a structured loop (green) spanning
residues 212−217, which obstructs part of the pocket and is predicted to clash with the fatty aldehyde binding pocket observed in protein 3 (purple
sphere). (B) Active site pocket volume (gray) of protein 43 that is roughly 2-fold smaller than that in protein 3 as calculated by Caver.34 (C)
Weight (shown in absolute value) for each feature generated by Lasso models (the error bar represents one standard deviation). All features were
generated on the basis of our current mechanistic understanding and interactions observed in the well-studied P. marinus ADO. Details of the
selection of features can be found in the Methods in the Supporting Information and Discussion S1). (D) The 60 data points were visualized in the
space of the ﬁrst principal component (PC). The proteins fall into two distinguishable clusters with the ﬁrst PC being the major explanatory
variable. The ﬁrst PC is a linear combination of the raw features, among which the feature named overall system energy with octanal docked
contributed most to the ﬁrst PC. The dashed line represents a separating line generated by a support vector machine classiﬁer with the circled
points being the support vectors. The blue circles represent active proteins, whereas the red circles represent inactive proteins.

structures varied from zero to full, suggesting that iron
depletion may contribute to the low catalytic eﬃciencies
observed in this class of enzymes. The reasons for this are not
obvious in the cases of NpADO/protein 4 and GvADO/
protein 12; however, the StADO/protein 84 sequence is
missing one of the chelating glutamate residues, and two
independent structures showed that there are either 0
(monoclinic form) or 1 equiv (orthorhombic form) of iron
per protein as a result of the disrupted iron binding site.
Examination of active sites also revealed a variety of ligands
bound to the presumed substrate binding site, including
proprionic acid soaked into SsADO2/protein 19 and three
dodecyldimethylamine oxide (DDAO) molecules (NpADO/
protein 4), which was essential for crystallization in the latter
case. The GvADO/protein 12 structure revealed an
endogenously bound stearate in an “L”-shaped conformation
that was similar to the stearate found in the ADO from
Synechococcus elongatus (PDB entry 4RC8). On the basis of
these observations, it is possible that fatty acids and other lipids
may inhibit a substantial fraction of ADO activity in vivo.

A notable relationship between active site volume and
function was gained from the crystal structures determined in
this work. SsADO/protein 43, for which the structure was
determined in this work, is annotated to be a tRNAhydroxylase-like protein from Synechococcus sp. (strain
CC9605) and is roughly 10% identical in sequence to
pmADO, the ﬁrst reported ADO with a structure [protein 3
(Figure 2)]. In vitro alkane screening revealed that protein 43
is active only on the octanal substrate under the tested
conditions. On the basis of a structural alignment of the
distinctive four-helix bundle domains between proteins 43 and
3, it reveals that despite having a low degree of sequence
homology, there is signiﬁcant secondary and tertiary homology
with a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 2.06 Å over the
entire metal-coordinating four-helix bundle region (Figure
3A). The active site of this putative hydroxylase, as suggested
by the pocket found next to the di-iron center, has a volume of
324 Å3, which is 2-fold smaller than that found in protein 3
(659 Å3)34 (Figure 3B). This decrease in the volume of protein
43 is in part ascribed to a loop formed by residues 212−217
3837
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Figure 4. Engineering ADO-like activity in the small subunit of E. coli RNR. (A) The top panel illustrates the active site of protein 96 (the E. coli
RNR small subunit), which has no measurable open volume present next to the iron center (rust-red spheres). Computational protein design tools
were used to redesign protein 96 to introduce ADO-like. The bottom panel illustrates a model of the most active mutant where the 10 mutated
amino acids are highlighted as green sticks in the active site. The octanal substrate in the model is depicted as spheres with purple carbons, and the
di-iron in small rust-red spheres. (B) Box plot representation of the levels of alkane observed in ferritin-like, engineered, and native ADO proteins.
Design 24 (10 mutations, N76I, Q80A, L83A, L203V, F208A, S211I, F212A, S215M, I231V, and A235V) represents the most active mutant
obtained in this work.

geometry, hydrophobic interactions with the alkyl chain, and
the shape complementarity between the protein pocket and the
substrate. To evaluate structural features for as many proteins
as possible in our data set, RosettaCM35 was used to generate
molecular models for the proteins with no crystal structure
available. Using the models, an octanal ligand was docked into
the active site of each expressed protein using RosettaLigand36
with functional constraints to ensure the protein and ligand
were modeled in a catalytically relevant orientation (Data S4).
Speciﬁcally, the ligand was modeled after the Fe2III/IIIperoxychemiacetal species as identiﬁed by previous mechanistic studies of ADO.24 Structural features were then
calculated on the basis of force ﬁeld energies and other
metrics that describe chemical interactions (Figure 3C,D, Data
S5 and S6, and Discussion S1). To rank the importance of
these features, a machine learning model was employed to
generate a model capable of discriminating structural factors
essential to activity based on our data.
L1-regularized logistic regression models37 were built to
evaluate the relative importance of features in discriminating
ADO-like protein activity. In the task of activity classiﬁcation
to low and high, generalized linear models had an area under
the ROC curve (AUCROC) of 0.85 ± 0.02 and an AUC for
the Precision-Recall curve (AUCPR) of 0.67 ± 0.1 (Figure
S4C−F). The relative importance of each feature indicated by
the weight generated by LASSO was close to the result by
principal component analysis (PCA) with a diﬀerence in two
ranks of 3 (Figure 3C,D and Table S4). The two rank lists are

inserting into the active site (Figure 3A,B). These structural
features show that the active site of protein 43 is not large
enough to accommodate the C18 substrate and thus exhibits
no activity. Further examination of other structures determined
in this work shows that this volume−speciﬁcity relationship is
commonly observed. The structure of protein 84 (an
uncharacterized archaeal protein) reveals that it has a cavity
next to the di-iron center with the size of 359 Å3, and it is
inactive on octadecanal under the tested conditions. Protein
60, annotated as a VlmB homologue and active on both
octanal and octadecanal, has a cavity size of 1200 Å3 based on
our structure. The structures of two other cyanobacterial
proteins (proteins 12 and 19) also concur with this notion,
having volumes of 993 and 747 Å3, respectively. These data
validate prior observation that the function of these proteins
can be modulated by controlling active site volumes.22 Of
course, the size of the active site is not the only essential
feature for the existence of ADO-like activity. Eight other
noncyanobacterial ferritin-like proteins with structures have
been tested in this work, and none of them are active under the
tested conditions. Their active site volume ranges from no
detectable volume to 864 Å3 (Figure S3). Therefore, it is
evident that other structural determinants are at play for
governing the chemistry of this protein function.
Construction of a Predictor for ADO-like Function. To
eﬃciently navigate through the complex sequence and
structural landscape of ADO-like activity, we examined
multiple structural features such as di-iron coordination
3838
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Table 1. Kinetic Characterization of Selected Enzymesa
protein

organism

4

N. punctiforme

19

84
96*

Synechococcus sp.
RS9917
Synechococcus sp.
CC9605
Sulfolobus tokodaii
engineered protein 96

102

K. albida

43

kcat (s−1)

kcat/KM
(M−1 s−1)

KM (M)

6.5 × 10−3 ±
2.8 × 10−4
1.8 × 10−3 ±
1.2 × 10−4
2.2 × 10−3 ±
9.2 × 10−5
not determined
not determined

4.1 × 10−5 ±
5.7 × 10−6
5.4 × 10−4 ±
9.7 × 10−5
1.3 × 10−3 ±
1.3 × 10−4
>1.5 × 10−3
>1.5 × 10−3

4.2 × 10−3 ±
1.1 × 10−4

3.2 × 10−4 ±
2.7 × 10−5

putative function

160 ± 23

aldehyde deformylating oxygenase

3.3 ± 0.65

aldehyde deformylating oxygenase

1.7 ± 0.18

tRNA-(MS(2)IO(6)A)-hydroxylase-like

0.50 ± 0.014
1.5 ± 0.15
14 ± 1.2

uncharacterized protein
computationally designed ADO from
protein 96
uncharacterized protein

PID to Np
ADO
100
37.1
6.6
10.4
18.1
8.8

a
The protein number corresponds to the number shown in Figure 2. The last column, percent sequence identity (PID) to NpADO, is the pairwise
percent amino acid sequence identity of the protein to Np ADO. Values and the reported standard error are calculated using nonlinear or linear
regression, as appropriate, on the basis of the mean activity observed across at least three independent measurements at ﬁve to seven diﬀerent
substrate concentrations of octanal. Saturation was not observed for protein 84 or 96* (design 24 of protein 96), and therefore, the turnover rate
could not be determined and only a limit for KM is reported in addition to the measured catalytic eﬃciency. More details are provided in the
Methods in the Supporting Information, and ﬁtted curves are shown in Figure S5.

correlated by a p value of 0.65 (τ-test). The results from this
analysis suggest that (1) the Rosetta energy of the active site,
(2) the total system energy, and (3) the overall active site
volume are predictive of ADO-like activity. The successful
establishment of correlation between function and selected
structural features not only corroborates the apparent requirements of a di-iron center with appropriate active site volume
and shape but also evokes a bold hypothesis that incorporating
these basic features would allow a noncyanobacterial protein to
produce alkane using fatty aldehyde.
Introduction of ADO Activity into Ribonucleotide
Reductase (RNR). To conduct a rigorous evaluation of the
ability of the identiﬁed structural features to confer function,
we aimed to introduce ADO-like catalytic activity into the class
I RNR family, for which no proteins with ADO activity had
been previously observed. On the basis of the availability of
structural data, di-iron metal binding data, and protein
expression level with our system, we selected the RNR small
subunit from E. coli [PDB entry 1AV8 (protein 96 in Figure
2)] as the speciﬁc chassis for design.
The crystal structure of this protein reveals that of the
features identiﬁed, protein 96 has insuﬃcient steric volume to
accommodate a substrate adjacent to the di-iron center;
however, proper coordination and hydrogen bonding of the diiron center were present (Figure 4A). Therefore, a subset of
features that target this speciﬁc deﬁciency, including the active
site volume and pocket−substrate shape complementarity,
were chosen to aid in our design endeavor for activity
introduction (Figure 3C). Computational protein design was
used to create a cavity with a volume on par with that of
octanal-speciﬁc protein 43. Amino acid changes predicted to
optimize packing around the targeted octanal substrate while
maintaining the structural integrity of the proteins were
introduced. Because most of the native amino acids in the
active site of protein 96 are either polar or bulky hydrophobic
residues, the entire binding pocket has been completely
redesigned with small hydrophobic residues to improve its
shape complementarity toward octanal. A total of 25 proteins
designed over three rounds were screened for ADO-like
activity on the octanal substrate (Table S5). Of these proteins,
16 were solubly expressed and 13 had activity on the octanal
substrate (Table S5). The most active design (design 24)
contains a total of 10 mutations, including N76I, Q80A, L83A,

L203V, F208A, S211I, F212A, S215M, I231V, and A235V
(Figure 4A). The active site volume as measured from the
mutant model is estimated to be 415 Å3, which is 20% larger
than that of protein 43. These results demonstrate that the
molecular features conﬁrmed as being critical by machine
learning adequately provide the minimal requirements for this
ADO-like activity to occur.
Evaluating the Utility of the Machine Learning Model
as a Postdesign Classiﬁer. With the ability to introduce
ADO-like activity into protein 96, the opportunity to evaluate
the machine learning model as a postdesign classiﬁer using a
variety of established design methodologies could be
conducted. Therefore, a new set of 21 mutant proteins were
constructed using the protein design packages PROSS38 and
Funclib39 (using default settings), PROSS guided by an
alignment generated from ADOs from cyanobacteria, Foldit to
revert speciﬁc mutations back to native from the previously
identiﬁed best design from protein 96, and Foldit to design
mutations to disrupt hydrogen bonds around the di-iron center
(Table S6). This test set aims to challenge the model’s ability
to classify mutants that were either designed to impart ADOlike activity (PROSS and Funclib) or mutated to remove
function (Foldit point mutations). Of the 21 proteins built, 19
were solubly expressed and characterized using our standard
protocol. To maximize our chance of identifying all true
positives using our classiﬁer, the average prediction cutoﬀ that
identiﬁed all true positive genes in the training set was used to
predict active genes in the set of the 19 tested proteins. Using
this criterion, 14 of the 19 expressed genes in the test set are
predicted to be active, and 11 of them are true positives as
conﬁrmed by experimental characterization. This translates to
a prediction accuracy of 78.5%. The model can be found in the
Methods in the Supporting Information under the statistical
test and machine learning protocol. These results demonstrate
that the machine learning classiﬁcation model could eﬀectively
serve as a postdesign classiﬁer to help select active mutants for
experimental characterizations.
Kinetic Characterization of Selected Enzymes on
Octanal. To further understand the structure−function
relationships of these proteins with latent ADO-like activity,
kinetic characterization was carried out on a subset of six
enzymes against octanal. This panel of proteins includes the
most active design from protein 96 (design 24), native ADO
3839
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from Nostoc punctiforme (NpADO), multiple other proteins
whose crystal structures have been determined in this work
[proteins 4, 19, 43, and 84 (Table 1)], and a noncyanobacterial
protein with the highest level of alkane production observed
from the screening (protein 102). Results show that the
catalytic eﬃciency of NpADO was 9.55 mM−1 min−1, the
highest among those of the six characterized proteins. Its
turnover number and Michaelis constant of 0.39 min−1 and
0.041 mM, respectively, are within 2-fold of those of the ADO
from P. marinus (Pm) measured previously40 (Table 1).
Another cyanobacterial ADO from Synechococcus sp. RS9917
(protein 19), whose crystal structure has been determined in
this work, has a kcat/KM of 0.20 mM−1 min−1, which is 48-fold
lower than that of NpADO. Structural analysis of this protein
overlaid with Pm ADO shows that their active sites are highly
conserved. Using all residues within 5 Å of the dodecyldimethylamine oxide bound in NpADO for comparison, the only
diﬀerence between these two proteins is residue V108 in
protein 19, which is an isoleucine on NpADO. The engineered
protein from protein 96 of design 24 has a kcat/KM of 0.088
mM−1 min−1, which is 44% of that observed with protein 19.
Further mechanistic studies will be necessary to understand the
remaining features required to improve the catalytic eﬃciency
of protein 19 and the engineered protein to the level of
NpADO, and potentially beyond. Another notable observation
is the catalytic eﬃciency of protein 102 from Kutzneria albida.
This uncharacterized protein with no Pfam assigned shares a
pairwise sequence identity of only 8.8% with NpADO. Kinetic
characterization reveals that it has a kcat/KM of 0.80 mM−1
min−1, which is 4-fold higher than that of protein 19, and a kcat
value of 0.25 min−1, which is 64% of NpADO. This result
shows that the level of ADO activity possessed by the
cyanobacterial protein can be achieved by proteins vastly
diﬀerent in sequence space.

Article

enzyme chemistry could provide valuable insights for engineering eﬀorts focused on producing enzymes that are active in a
cellular context. Another notable ﬁnding is the discovery of
alkane forming activity from a scaﬀold (protein 84) that misses
one of the Fe-coordinating glutamate residues. The ability to
produce alkanes from aldehyde with an active site that is
distinct from that of cyanobacterial ADOs suggests that this
protein could be performing this reaction via a diﬀerent
mechanism. Future biophysical and spectroscopic studies will
help shed light on the exact mechanism that these proteins
employ to catalyze their alkane-forming activities.
The successful introduction of ADO-like activity into the
small subunit of protein 96 demonstrates the functional
modularity of the ferritin-like protein scaﬀolds as well as the
minimal requirements for this ADO-like activity to occur.
While our data indicate that a properly coordinated di-iron
center with a hydrophobic pocket may be enough to support
this enzyme activity, the low catalytic eﬃciencies from our
designed synthetic proteins indicate that other important
structural factors are necessary for this enzyme activity to
approach the level observed in cyanobacterial ADOs.40
Previous works have proposed that other elements that may
be critical to ADO activity include a well-positioned hydrogen
bond to anchor the aldehyde oxygen for tighter substrate
binding and a channel of water molecules leading to the di-iron
center from the protein surface to facilitate proton transfer.26
These features have not been explicitly designed in protein 96
in this work as the backbone geometry was not predicted to be
compatible with the desired hydrogen bond. Therefore,
engineering eﬀorts to redesign the structure of protein 96 or
mine for enzymes with compatible backbones for the
introduction of this could be an eﬀective way to discover
ADO-like enzymes with higher levels of activity.
Despite the limited training data sets, the machine learning
methods that we used were adequate to capture information
from relevant features of ADO-like activity and create a
classiﬁer with a high level of accuracy. There is much room for
improvement, something that is also evident by strong
classiﬁcation performance, but poor regression performance
between the training and testing sets (Figure S4). Increasing
both the size and the diversity of the data set will be a boon to
future analyses, as they will increase the generalization accuracy
and robustness of the machine learning predictors, and it will
allow the application of more sophisticated methods that
would otherwise lead to overﬁtting with the current data set.
However, we expect the current classiﬁer developed here to be
of signiﬁcant value in future mining and design eﬀorts for
enzymes with ADO-like activity.
In conclusion, these latent ADO-like activities open
numerous protein targets for biophysical studies on di-iron
protein chemistry, which are invaluable to the search of
relevant enzymes for future synthetic biology applications.42−44
More broadly, the integration of genomic mining, structural
biology, machine learning, and computational protein design as
presented here holds signiﬁcant promise for the discovery and
design of structural features responsible for enzyme function.

■

DISCUSSION
In this work, a combination of genomic mining, structural
biology, molecular modeling, and machine learning algorithms
were used to study the structure−function relationship of the
ferritin-like superfamily to ADO-like activity. Our genomic
mining eﬀorts have also revealed that ADO-like activity is
widely observed outside of the narrow sequence range of the
cyanobacterial scaﬀolds that previously deﬁned this family of
enzymes.41 The successful introduction of this alkaneproducing enzymatic activity into a natively inactive RNR
protein demonstrates that the minimal requirement for the
alkane-producing activity to occur is a properly coordinated diiron center next to a hydrophobic pocket.
The crystal structures determined in this work have also
revealed signiﬁcant insights into the structure−function
relationship of this family of proteins. While our kinetic results
show that the activities observed in the newly identiﬁed
enzymes are not simply a function of iron loading, the varying
equivalents of iron detected in the structures of the expressed
proteins may explain the turnover rate discrepancies described
in other studies.20,22,40 In addition, the diverse types of lipids
bound to the di-iron center as revealed from our structures
(Table S3) suggest that diﬀerent small molecules (particularly
endogenously bound fatty acids) may inhibit the activities of
this enzyme family. This further complicates comparisons of
catalytic eﬃciencies between studies if growth and puriﬁcation
methods are not consistent. Future studies that will examine
the ability of various reagents and metabolites to inhibit this

■

METHODS
All methods are provided in the Supporting Information. No
unexpected or unusually severe safety hazards were encountered.
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74, D2PRL0_KRIFD; protein 75, RIR2H_SACEN; protein
76, Q5QL41_GEOKA; protein 77, D3FEI3_CONWI; protein
78, Q6ADM4_LEIXX*; protein 79, A0A0R2PVF5_9MICO*;
protein 80, T0XWY9_9BACT; protein 81, I0IP74_LEPFC;
protein 82, Q970H5_SULTO*; protein 83, F4G2E9_METCR; protein 84, Q970H5_SULTO; protein 85,
D2PLC0_KRIFD*; protein 86, A0A0B8ZZA5_BRELN*;
protein 87, A0A0T0MIS6_9CELL*; protein 88,
V7KWS3_MYCPC; protein 89, E7FXJ4_ERYRH; protein
90, C7NA19_LEPBD; protein 91, J5BG39_ENTFL; protein
92, C6D5U5_PAESJ; protein 93, F6FFK4_MYCHI; protein
94, BNRDF_BPSPB; protein 95, Q6YRG0_ONYPE; protein
96, A0A037YRC8_ECOLX; protein 97, C5CMN9_VARPS;
protein 98, A9F8U5_SORC5; protein 99, U4QRD8_9BACT;
protein 100, H2C789_9CREN; protein 101, C7PXC6_CATAD; protein 102, W5WGM4_9PSEU; protein 103,
E3J563_FRASU; protein 104, A0A1C9VGC7_9BURK; protein 105, Q2J5C1_FRASC; protein 106, S9QQR0_9DELT;
protein 107, X1FPJ6_9ZZZZ; protein 108, E3HSR5_ACHXA; protein 109, E6UYQ7_VARPE; protein 110,
H8MF88_CORCM; protein 111, A0A1U7EYI2_NATPD;
protein 112, D0LYY3_HALO1; protein 113, D3FED6_CONWI; protein 114, D3ST95_NATMM.
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Accession Codes

Certain sequences have become obsolete (highlighted with
asterisks below) over the course of this study, and therefore, a
UniProt ID is no longer available for some of the sequences in
this study. The UniProt IDs of the closest homologues
identiﬁed using Hmmer are used as representative accession
IDs for these sequences. See the Fasta ﬁles provided in the
Supporting Information for the exact sequences used. All
crystal structures have been deposited in the Protein Data
Bank under the accession codes listed in Table S3: protein 1,
B8HSZ3_CYAP4; protein 2, ALDEC_SYNE7; protein 3,
ALDEC_PROMM; protein 4, ALDEC_NOSP7; protein 5,
K9RTZ6_SYNP3; protein 6, K9P6M5_CYAGP; protein 7,
A3YYU8_9SYNE; protein 8, B4WJ48_9SYNE; protein 9,
K9SZC3_9SYNE; protein 10, L8LLH3_9CHRO; protein 11,
A0A166UJA4_9CYAN; protein 12, Q7NGM3_GLOVI; protein 13, K9Z5G1_CYAAP; protein 14, ALDEC_SYNY3;
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protein 17, B8HLW2_CYAP4; protein 18, K9EQR0_9CYAN;
protein 19, A3Z6M0_9SYNE; protein 20,
A0A406MN71_9ZZZZ; protein 21, A0A0F5ZY09_9GAMM;
p r o t e in 22 , A 0A 0 D 9Q H0 6 _P L A F R; p r o t e in 23 ,
F9W6C1_TRYCI; protein 24, A0A061EJ81_THECC*; protein 25, A0A0A2WK64_BEABA; protein 26, YCX8_CYAPA;
protein 27, H3FJK2_PRIPA; protein 28, Q84AQ2_PSEST;
protein 29, A0A0A2 V841_BEABA; protein 30,
A0A061EJ81_THECC; protein 31, A0BNK4_PARTE; protein
32, A5GR51_SYNR3; protein 33, M4XFB3_PSEDE; protein
34, Q7V8X6_PROMM; protein 35, C7R6F3_KANKD;
protein 36, F6ABL4_PSEF1; protein 37, A6VX42_MARMS;
protein 38, Q2SK44_HAHCH; protein 39, Q7TTZ9_RHOBA; protein 40, D5VCV9_MORCB; protein 41,
E1VK89_9GAMM; protein 42, D2R2X6_PIRSD; protein 43,
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K9P9K3_CYAGP; protein 48, Q7VDJ1_PROMA; protein 49,
A0A356NDR7_9SYNE*; protein 50, A0A0A2ALS1_PROMR*; protein 51, Q88KV1_PSEPK; protein 52,
MIAE_SALTY; protein 53, A0A542XQM6_9ACTN*; protein
54, A0A1S1QEC2_9ACTN*; protein 55, D9W5G4_9ACTN;
protein 56, A0A022M8K7_9ACTN; protein 57, A0A0M8SS09_9ACTN*; protein 58, H2K8B9_STRHJ; protein 59,
C6WBU0_ACTMD; protein 60, E4N6B3_KITSK; protein 61,
A8L8J1_FRASN; protein 62, Q7MZA5_PHOLL; protein 63,
Q84F34_STRVF*; protein 64, R4L8R2_9ACTN; protein 65,
RIR2H_MYCTA; protein 66, E6SGH3_THEM7; protein 67,
A0A0E9CGZ9_CHLTH; protein 68, C8WQL9_ALIAD;
protein 69, C0Z9B9_BREBN; protein 70, D5WWU8_KYRT2; protein 71, I0I9S1_CALAS; protein 72,
A9WJQ1_CHLAA; protein 73, H2QWI9_PANTR; protein
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